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You code. And code. And code. You build only to rebuild. You  focus on making your site compatible with almost every browser or wireless  device ever put out there. Then along comes a new device or a new browser, and  you start all over again. 

You can get off the merry-go-round. 

It's time to stop living in the past and get away from the days  of spaghetti code, insanely nested table layouts, tags, and other redundancies  that double and triple the bandwidth of even the simplest sites. Instead, it's  time for forward compatibility.

Isn't it high time you started designing with web  standards?

Standards aren't about leaving users behind or adhering to  inflexible rules. Standards are about building sophisticated, beautiful sites  that will work as well tomorrow as they do today. You can't afford to design  tomorrow's sites with yesterday's piecemeal methods. 

Jeffrey teaches you to:  

	
    Slash design, development, and quality assurance costs (or do  great work in spite of constrained budgets) 

    
	
    Deliver superb design and sophisticated functionality without  worrying about browser incompatibilities 

    
	
    Set up your site to work as well five years from now as it does  today 

    
	
    Redesign in hours instead of days or weeks 

    
	
    Welcome new visitors and make your content more visible to  search engines 

    
	
    Stay on the right side of accessibility laws and guidelines  

    
	
    Support wireless and PDA users without the hassle and expense  of multiple versions 

    
	
    Improve user experience with faster load times and fewer  compatibility headaches 

    
	
    Separate presentation from structure and behavior, facilitating  advanced publishing workflows 
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The Brand Strategy Canvas: A One-Page Guide for StartupsApress, 2019

	
		Launching a startup is now easier than ever before. Building a lasting brand, however, remains a mystery for even the savviest of founders. An impactful, recognizable brand is perhaps a company’s most valuable intellectual property. And any strong brand starts with a strategy.

	
		The Brand Strategy Canvas has...
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Energy Geotechnics: SEG-2018 (Springer Series in Geomechanics and Geoengineering)Springer, 2018

	
		This book collects selected full papers presented at the International Symposium on Energy Geotechnics 2018 (SEG-2018), held on 25th – 28th

	
		 September 2018, at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne (EPFL). It covers a wide range of topics in energy geotechnics, including...
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Construction Stakeholder ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010
This book captures best practice in construction stakeholder management using a range of international case studies. It demonstrates stakeholder mapping, presents the power/interest matrix and analyses a model for the timely engagement of stakeholders.

The increased use of partnering and other relational forms of contracting have...
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The Sisters Are Alright: Changing the Broken Narrative of Black Women in AmericaBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2015

	What's wrong with black women? Not a damned thing!

	The Sisters Are Alright exposes anti–black-woman propaganda and shows how real black women are pushing back against distorted cartoon versions of themselves.
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Instant Boris Effects (VASST Instant)CMP Books, 2004
Boris plug-in applications, including Graffiti, FX, and Red, permit video editors to add titling, effects, compositing, and 3D capabilities to their nonlinear editing (NLE) systems. Documentation and training materials have been notoriously lacking for these applications. Instant Boris Effects is a complete guide for novice and intermediate users...
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Software Engineering for Absolute Beginners: Your Guide to Creating Software ProductsApress, 2021

	
		Start programming from scratch, no experience required. This beginners’ guide to software engineering starts with a discussion of the different editors used to create software and covers setting up a Docker environment. Next, you will learn about repositories and version control along with its uses. Now that you are ready to...
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